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A NOVEL TOOLSET FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF FPGA-LIKE RECONFIGURABLE LOGIC Alexander Danilin, Martijn Bennebroek, Sergei Sawitzki Philips Research Laboratories Prof. Holstlaan 4 5656AA Eindhoven, The Netherlands email: Alexander.Danilin,Martijn.Bennebroek,Sergei.Sawitzki @philips.com ABSTRACT This paper introduces a toolset to develop FPGA-like reconﬁgurable logic which is optimized towards a speciﬁc application domain. Compared to existing multi-domain architectures, domain-optimized reconﬁgurable logic carry much lower area costs and, therefore, might drive the deployment of embedded FPGA-like cores in integrated circuits. An architectural template has been developed that enables the deﬁnition of components with a virtually unmatched ﬂexibility. The toolset provides fast feedback on the effect of architectural changes upon mapping results. Once satisfactory optimized, the architecture can actually be implemented in a selected CMOS process technology and, besides softand hard- cores, patterns for manufacturing test are generated. Special attention is given to the developed graphical architecture editor and place-and-route tool. An example is included to demonstrate the toolset usage and the advantages of the ﬂexible component deﬁnitions. Here, the routing network of a simple architecture is optimized for a set of functions from the MCNC benchmark set and the result compares favorable to that obtained by VPR. 1. MOTIVATION In today’s semiconductor industry, products based on reconﬁgurable logic (RL) are gaining market share due to significant advantages in time-to-market, non-recurring-engineering and mask costs compared to traditional application speciﬁc integrated circuits (ASIC) and application speciﬁc standard products (ASSP). Mainly low- to medium-volume markets are currently being entered due to the intrinsic high silicon cost of RL devices however many developments are ongoing to achieve more competitive Programmable Logic Devices (PLDs) and Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs). For high-density FPGA devices, the trend seems to embed more and more dedicated I/O, memory, multiplier, and (CISC, RISC, DSP) processor cores such that one or a few application domains will be optimally supported. Alternatively, some ﬁrst initiatives emerge of ASIC and ASSP
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suppliers, like ST Microelectronics [1] and IBM [2], to embed commercially available FPGA cores in their products. Such cores enable the implementation of high-performance functions that normally would be implemented in hardwired logic though additionally allowing for post-manufacturing changes to be exploited for e.g. design ﬁxes, in-ﬁeld upgrades, and customer differentiation. If both trends persist, they could lead to a class of application-speciﬁc devices containing a variety of IP cores including different amounts of RL. Such application-speciﬁc devices offer the opportunity to diminish the silicon cost of the RL content by optimizing the RL to the targeted application domain. This paper describes a novel toolset developed at Philips Research to derive cost-efﬁcient RL to be embedded in ASIC and ASSP products. Currently available RL architectures are typically developed to support a huge range of known functions and, consequently, are very ﬂexible though rather costly. From a recent publication of IBM and Xilinx [2] one can derive that functions implemented in RL are typically a factor 60 larger in area than when implemented in standard cell logic. The huge ﬂexibility of available RL architectures will be a vast overkill for speciﬁc application domains, like interfacing, coding, encryption, ﬁltering or DSP processing. Consequently, there is room for improvement by reducing the RL ﬂexibility such that only the targeted application domain(-s) will be optimally supported. The toolset described in this paper has been set-up to enable a very ﬂexible and fast exploration of FPGA-like RL design space while allowing for the actual implementation of the most promising RL cores. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the RL architecture deﬁnition and place-and-route tools called A RCHIMED and P YTHAGOR, respectively. In section 3, an example is given on how these tools are used to optimize the routing network of a relatively simple RL architecture. Such optimizations are of great importance as typically 80% to 90% of the silicon cost in current FPGA architectures is related to the routing network. The summary in section 4 combines the main conclusions with our directions for future work.
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Fig. 2. A RCHIMED screenshot



Fig. 1. Design Flow 2. ARCHIMED AND PYTHAGOR TOOLSET Figure 1 schematically depicts the toolset enabling the optimization of an RL architecture or core to a given set of functions representative for the targeted application domain. The right-half side of the ﬁgure contains the synthesis and place & route tools used to map the Verilog HDL or VHDL descriptions of selected functions onto the RL that is developed in the left-hand side. Reconﬁgurable logic architectures are efﬁciently deﬁned in a high-level description called the Architecture Macro Description Language (AMDL). These descriptions can be viewed and modiﬁed by the graphical ARCHItecture Micro EDitor (A RCHIMED). Currently, tile-based RL architectures are supported where logic tiles typically contain a logic block and routing network and IO tiles comprise IO pads and routing. Besides the AMDL architecture description, A RCHIMED also can work with (standard or custom) cell libraries. Optimization of Logic Blocks (LBs) takes place by iterative synthesis of the selected functions currently using the Custom Look-up-table Synthesis (CLS) mapper of Synplify/Pro (Synplicity). CLS allows mapping onto lookup-tables, ﬂipﬂops, and macros (like multipliers, adders, and memories) while, unlike other mappers, it enables customers to provide the timing numbers corresponding to the RL architecture under development. Although not shown in Figure 1, the CLS output in .edif format is re-mapped by in-



ternal tooling into the extended .net format. During this re-mapping, macros are instantiated and LUTs and ﬂipﬂops are efﬁciently packed onto the speciﬁc LBs. Arrow 1 in the ﬁgure indicates that optimization of the LB to the selected functions is an iterative process adapting both the LB architecture as well as the synthesis re-mapper. Optimization of the routing architecture is achieved by removing non- and hardly-utilized routing resources similar to [3] by our placeand-route tool P YTHAGOR . Once the (LB and routing) architecture is optimized and the size of a required RL core is established, A RCHIMED can generate a gate-level Verilog HDL netlist of the core “core arch.v”. This netlist can be used for early estimates on core area and timing numbers but also to integrate the Design-for-Test (DfT) infrastructure enabling the detection of manufacturing faults. Once results are meeting the target, the core Verilog netlist “core arch.v” is fed into the implementation ﬂow. This ﬂow incorporates commercial back-end design tools and is highly automated using scripts. Currently, island-style implementations are supported in which all involved tiles are implemented separately before being abutted and connected at top-level. Abutment of tiles is enforced by predeﬁning the relative pin positions of each tile in the comment section of the netlist ”core arch.v” and scripts to handle the exact positioning. The implementation ﬂow generates a gatelevel Verilog HDL for system veriﬁcation, a GDS2 layout (hardcore) for chip integration, DfT vectors for manufacturing test, and accurate timing inputs for the synthesis and P&R tools. Finally, the bit streams required to conﬁgure the optimized RL core such that the selected functions are performed are generated by the ﬁnal synthesis and P&R runs for the optimized RL architecture. Fig. 2 shows a screenshot of the A RCHIMED tool in action. A RCHIMED is working with a basic set of construction
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Fig. 3. P YTHAGOR screenshot



entities including basic timing elements (BTE), pins, nets, direct ports, segment blocks (SeB), switch patterns, ports, switch blocks. Every structural entity has a direct correspondence in Verilog HDL. The architecture description is stored in an project.archimed ﬁle (A RCHIMED internal format). To generate gate-level Verilog code, A RCHI MED includes the TLVG (top-level Verilog HDL generator) module. TLVG generates an array of tiles, automatically connecting all segments, taking care of proper direct port connections and SeB and switch block generation. The ﬁnal description is translated directly to the Verilog representation. Note, that A RCHIMED is able to describe any heterogeneous architecture. If only a rough estimate of the area used by the tile is required, A RCHIMED can produce ﬁgures based on area costs of the building blocks speciﬁed in the libraries. In addition the timing performance is estimated and the number of conﬁguration bits is calculated. Due to its early feedback concept, A RCHIMED has proved to be very valuable in developing design-for-test strategies. Fig. 3 shows a snapshot of the P YTHAGOR tool. P Y THAGOR is designed to take the full advantage of all architectural features which can be speciﬁed in A RCHIMED. It performs place and route operation taking the netlist description in extended .net format. Placement is done using a slightly modiﬁed version of the simulated annealing algorithm introduced in [6]. The placement problem for P Y THAGOR is more complicated than the classical case, since A RCHIMED can generate heterogeneous arrays. So it is not enough to pick up the logic block and randomly generate the swap location but in addition the compatibility of the two swapping blocks must be ensured. This would result in unnecessary scan for suitable blocks making the placement very slow. Due to this fact, the search of suitable candidates is only performed on a coarse grid around the block to



be swapped. The step of the grid is smaller or equal to the move range. This approach allows to reduce the complexity of the swap signiﬁcantly. At the same time it provides effective clustering similar to one described in [7] but at lower complexity. In addition, the bounding box cost function is slightly modiﬁed to comply with the basic construction units used in A RCHIMED . In early P&R i.e. when ﬁnal layout is not known, P Y THAGOR assumes that the position of the BTE resembles the A RCHIMED template. Routing is done using an innovative algorithm called “greedy scrambler”. In a nutshell, the greedy scrambler is a one-run router which performs neither congestion resolving nor rip-up and reroute. It sorts the nets according to their bounding box in an ascending or descending order and routes one net after another by simultaneously starting multi-source wavefronts. Every wavefront marks all routing resources it meets on the way and establish a connection a soon as source matches the destination. Although greedy scrambler usually requires 10–20% more tracks to route the same netlist compared to the classical algorithms (VPR), its run-time is better on average (also by 10–20%). Once P YTHAGOR has ﬁnished its run, it produces a bitstream to conﬁgure the architecture with the input netlist. In addition, a number of useful statistics on logic and resource utilization are generated. The inset of Fig. 3 shows a listing of statistics with verbosity level 2 (the maximum verbosity level is 10, showing the utilization of every structural unit down to a single switch). Based on these statistics P YTHAGOR is able to automatically optimize the routing architecture of the reconﬁgurable architecture in scope. It is possible to tailor the structure towards a speciﬁc subset of benchmarks or even towards a single application. The following section shows an application example. 3. APPLICATION EXAMPLE We consider a simple FPGA architecture similar to that described in [8], with the following constituents: 4-input-LUT and a ﬂipﬂop attached to its output, 1 LUT per cluster all routing segments span four logic blocks programmable switches are implemented as bidirectional tri-state buffers (LUT outputs use conventional tri-state buffers) switchbox type is subset (disjoint) output of the LUT is connected to all directions (top, bottom, left, right) The MCNC top20 set is used as the application domain for the architecture. Using VPR (with ) the maximum number of tracks per routing channel required to
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route all the considered benchmarks has been determined for 0.8 and 1. This number is 27. The same architecture has been described with A RCHIMED. P YTHAGOR needs 30 tracks per channel since its routing is worse than VPR. More tracks imply larger area. To improve this ﬁgure, the FPGA template was changed: replace disjoint switch box with a modiﬁed version requiring slightly more conﬁguration bits but providing much more ﬂexibility to router. introduce LUT-to-LUT direct connections, giving signiﬁcantly more ﬂexibility for local connection and, again, saving some switches



such amount of freedom in both architecture deﬁnition and direct design process control. Scheduled improvements in the applied ”greedy-scrambler” routing algorithm, including e.g. rip-up and re-route, should enable further optimization of routing networks. The toolset can be used to develop low power routing networks and structured ASIC-like architectures where logic blocks are conﬁgured by SRAM cells and the routing network by one (or a few) metal vias. Within Philips Research, the toolset is heavily used to develop more advanced RL architectures like that described in [9]. First silicon of the RL core optimized using A RCHIMED and P Y THAGOR was taped out recently. 5. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT



introduce more routing resources into I/O pads Note, that none of the described changes is possible with VPR. Contrary to VPR, which is offering only a relative control of the architecture (the mechanisms to guide the automatic generation of many components are very limited), A RCHIMED gives the user full control to deﬁne every single construction entity the way he/she likes. The number of tracks required to route the benchmarks is now reduced to 20 (7 tracks less than VPR’s worst case). The overall area is lower by 30% compared to the VPR architecture. All area estimates were obtained using standard cells (the conﬁguration bits storage were included as full-custom designs). Unfortunately, we are not able to compare the timing performance of our toolset with VPR since A RCHIMED and P Y THAGOR are working with timing data taken directly from the standard cell libraries (VPR uses a transistor model). A pure algorithmic comparison based on VPR’s model can be found in [6] showing that the algorithms implemented in P YTHAGOR are slightly better in terms of timing. This rather simple example shows only one of the possibilities to apply A RCHIMED and P YTHAGOR in the architecture design and optimization. The application ﬁeld should be seen much broader. In general the tool set introduced in these paper is not only useful for minor architectural optimizations; it gives the user a lot of freedom in architecture exploration. A special advantage of the toolset introduced in this paper is a very short feedback loop allowing the user to adapt the architecture to his/her needs and check the consequences of these changes within a couple of minutes.
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK In this papers, a toolset to develop cost-efﬁcient FPGA-like RL has been presented. The introduced architecture template allows the deﬁnition of components, like logic blocks, connections and switch boxes, with a huge ﬂexibility. Such ﬂexibility is essential in reducing the area costs as illustrated in the example for the routing network of a simple RL architecture. Authors are not aware of any other toolset offering
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